Louise Quantock Is Named May Queen

PHY. ED. GROUP

ATTENDS MEET

President M. S. Pittman, Miss Cari Lane, of the physical education department; Coach B. L. Smith, Green- dany Delia, Louise Roux and Jewelle Greene, of the Women's Athletic Association, represented South Georgia Teachers College at the Southern Physical Educational Association meeting which was held in Atlanta last week from Wednesday through Saturday.

The association meets every year to talk over problems in the field of physical education and to exchange ideas along different lines.

Miss Lane and Coach Smith attended sessions that were concerned primarily with the direction of physical education, and the W. A. A. members attended committee units.

Dr. Pittman and Miss Lane were speakers on the program Thursday and Friday and Dr. Pittman gave a talk Friday night at the association banquet.

Then there is the story about the freshman, who on his first visit to the bank, was asked to endorse his check, and wrote, "I heartily endorse this check."

Have you heard about the freshman who thought the Bexar Commission was an undertakers organization?

He named his chum Montgomery Ward because he was of male order.

Coach is someone who is willing to give up your life for his school.

COLLEGE TO HONOR DR. CHARLES HERTY

Dr. Charles E. Herty, eminent Georgia scientist whose experiments with the pine tree have attracted world significance and whose efforts gave promise of a new and great industry in the Southland, will be a visitor on Teachers College campus, Tuesday, April 16th. At that time Dr. Herty will address the student body and visitors on a subject relative to his work in the realm of science.

Following the address there will be an appropriate ceremony near the campus where the first Herty pine cup was hung and the naming of Herty Pine, likely to be designated as queen over the May Day festivities in South Georgia Teachers College, May 3rd. Margaret Owens, also a senior, was chosen maid of honor. Both Miss Quantock and Miss Owens were members of the court last year.

Ten girls were chosen from the Junior and Senior classes for places on the court. Those are: Kathryn Yeomans, Jewelle Greene, Mabel Rocker, Cicela Brannen, Lily Ellis, Hazel Graham, Evelyn Cherry, Macy Cody, Victoria Cone and Helen Offley.

The May Day Festival, which will be held in the afternoon of May 3rd, will take the nature of an open air pageant, with Oriental and interpretive dances by different groups.

The center of the pageant will be the May Pole dance.

Freshmen and Sophomores, Physical Education classes will give two numbers, the first, an "Ox" dance, and the second, a Russian dance. These will be directed by Miss Cari Lane, of the physical education department.

The Training School group, under the direction of Miss V. L. Downs, Miss Missie Missie and Miss Missie, will render a Norwegian mountain dance. Mrs. Bill Stephens, fourth grade will also give a skit.

Costumes for the pageant are being designed by Miss Mary A. Smull, of the art department. Special music for the occasion will be directed by William Doss.

The leaders educating of Georgia will be in attendance at the sessions.

The leaders attending are to be Nina Allie B. Rugg, president of the G. E. A.; Dr. Philip Weltner, chancellor of the University System; Dr. S. Y. Sanford, president of the University of Georgia; Dr. M. D. Collins, state school superintendent, and Kyle T. Allred, secretary of the G. E. A.

Four members of the T. C. D. officer of the T. C. D. will hold important positions on the program. Dr. Pittman will give three lectures: "A Teacher For Our Time," "Art for Leisure Time" and "A Teacher For Our Time, " "Art for Leisure Time" and "Teacher Training-The Preparation of Teachers for the New Curriculum."

Mr. Doss will speak on "Integration, Method Courses and Student Teaching."

Miss Byrd will talk on "The History of School Library Development."
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NEW STUDENTS

We see with pride, the increase in our number.
It is refreshing to see the new faces and we are glad to have many of the old students back.
With your arrival comes the sensation that things are buzzing with life, and that people are busy pursuing something, that they are working with a definite goal in view.
It is encouraging to see the new people at work instead of a look of resignation and fatigue, their eyes burn with hope and energy.
They are a great help to us. Most of them have been here before and we are profiting from their experiences. If we were inclined to wonder if we aren’t just wasting our time, they have helped us to wake up.
What sometimes seems a vague and empty term after little trials and diatribes; but see it as a real, live thing in the new students.
It is true that they have brought some competition which will be a tonic. It is time we were realizing that it is the survival of the fittest in a world that is not lacking in a number of zealous, wide-awake rivals.
Finally, we are favorably impressed with the new students. We hope their stay will be an enjoyable well-rounded experience.

THE SPRING TERM

As the shadows of broken resolutions, vain hopes for success, and idle day dreams of the past recede beyond the horizon of winter term examinations, we can turn our faces toward this the spring term with a more firm resolve to achieve the highest things possible.
If we were determined in September to make this school year count for the most, and have allowed ourselves to drift with the tide, we have only one more trial. In this quarter we are to prove our true worth, whether it be a one-syllable word or a three-syllable whistle is among the first I hear when you bought to build your nest? I don’t think so, for a bird of your size to build a nest large and you and your friends we couldn’t do much with them.

If we were determined in September to make this school year count for the most, and have allowed ourselves to drift with the tide, we have only one more trial. In this quarter we are to prove our true worth, whether it be a one-syllable word or a three-syllable whistle is among the first I hear.

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Wren,

I know you are surprised to get a letter from this old friend of yours, aren’t you? I have been trying for a long time, but I didn’t know your address. I’ve seen you many times. I’m sure you haven’t forgotten me. I am writing you to help you and your friends. We are glad to have many of the old students back.

Wren will receive their degrees in the spring. Miss DeLoach is a Junior and you and your friends we couldn’t do much with them.
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Among the Athletes

"We'll have the best club T. C. has ever placed in competition," says Coach Hanner of the boys’ tennis team.

The team will be a well balanced team, having three of four players, more or less of the same caliber.

The competition will be the stiffest that a Teachers’ team has faced. The first meet will be with the strong Mercer University team. Then will follow battles with Furman Island Marines, the colleges at Douglas, Cofman, Brevard-Parker and the City of Savannah’s tennis team, each of those to be played twice. The team is fortunate in having a number of material for a complete roster.

The team is practicing daily and will be selected according to their respective rankings. Those out for the team are Hodges, Seippel, Munch, Stapleton, Wrinkle, Epsy, Stewart, Wilkes and Wilkins Smith. Teachers College champion for the past three years.

The Teachers baseball team is rapidly getting into shape. The veteran and new players are getting ready for the first college competition, which begins with South Georgia State College of Douglas next week. Douglas is reported to have an unusually strong team this year and this contest will prove somewhat exciting. Coach Smith has said that he has had the best baseball team this year and this contest will prove somewhat exciting. Coach Smith has said that he has had the best baseball team this year and this contest will prove somewhat exciting.

Coach Smith has said that he has had the best baseball team this year and this contest will prove somewhat exciting. Coach Smith has said that he has had the best baseball team this year and this contest will prove somewhat exciting.

Ratley, Hayman, Abelson and Lee are battling it out for the first string pitcher. Hayman seems to be out-dusting the others. Ratley has the lead now by calling on his past experience on the mound.

Woods and Arnold are holding down first with Woods getting the call now.

Martin and Dubose are struggling for second base place. Martin started against the Braves. Dependable Jake Hines handled the short position in a very creditable manner. Flash Golden and Doby Lambright are fighting for the third base place at present.

"Rabbit" Davis, Hoder Watson, Baird and Joe Stein are holding down the outer garden with Davis, Baird and Stein getting the first call.

Clell and Robertson handle the ball well behind the bat. Clell showed up well against the Boston Braves in Savannah.

The track team is getting into shape on the new track field just back of West Hall. The team is fortunate in having a number of former "Cinder" stars of previous years and some excellent material for a complete roster.

Meets have been scheduled with Brevard-Parker Institute here, Georgia Freshmen here, Richmond Academy in Augusta and Georgia Military College here.

Coach Westcott plans to hold an inter-class meet in the near future and pick his team from the winners in this competition. There are about thirty-five boys out for the team.

BOSTON BRAVES BEAT TEACHERS

The Blue Tide baseball team in the first game of the season Thursday in Savannah, was no threnched under by the great Babe Ruth and the Boston Braves of the National League, 1-1. The game was played at the Municipal Stadium.

Ratley, Hayman, Abelson and Lee. Only 19 hits were gathered from the five pitchers.

The first two innings were scoreless. In the third the Braves started off and scored four runs and the game ended 15 to 1 with the Braves on the top side.

Teachers

Baird c.f. Burger

Davis 1b. Ruth

Hines c.s. Thompson

Sklak c. Urbinski

Martin 2b. Mallon

Golden 3b. Whitney

Clell c. Hogan

Lofton rf. Page

Braves p. 004 100 223 16

Teachers p. 009 001 009 1

Thirty-five Report

For Track Squad

Contestants for places on the track team include:

100-yard dash—Charlie Paine, Gene Oleson, Alvin Rashion and Blakely Thornton.

High hurdles—James Deel

Low hurdles—Goat Oliver and Charlie Paine.

High jump—George Donaldson, Jack Ryan, Wayne McKee and Chester Williams.

Pole vault—William Carter, Chester Williams, Cleon Odom, Deasy Rhain and Ken Warren.

Broad jump—Gene Davis, Jim Wrinkle, Goat Oliver, Charlie Paine and Hal Williams.

440-yard dash—Derrick Mincey, John Lodge.

One-half mile—Derrick Mincey, Dick Saumfer.

Two-mile—Jim Wrinkle, Dick Saumfer.

Discussion—J. D. Cherry, Frank Quattlebaum and Jim Warren.

Shot put—Durward Follford and J. D. Cherry.


Manager, Pullback Smith.

Scientists have succeeded in inventing puncture proof tires, but nobody has yet succeeded in devising a puncture proof badge.
FOUR

Dizzy Definitions

A doorknob is a thing a revolving door goes around without... a straw is something which you drink from... cobble stones are a pavement that goes around without... a steak supper is to be presented. •

Procedure for Teaching Freshmen
1. Carefully outline subject matter to be presented.
2. Tell him what you're going to say.
3. Say it using only simplest of phrasing and wording.
4. Summarize what you've said.
5. Draw a picture of it if possible.
6. Write it down as a letter about it.
7. If the rails, commit suicide.

Father (to daughter coming in at 3 a.m.): "Good morning, child of Satan."
Daughter (sweetly): "Good morning, Father."

"Could I see General Blank?"
"The doctor will see you inside," answered the clerk.

Freshman Dictionary
Campus: Those who spend the night in the woods.
Dance: An adjective meaning "quick" as "dance log."
Color: A color.
Neophyte: Type of wrestling done with the knees.
Vesper: To speak in a hushed voice.
Offense: An enclosure for a field.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Monday, April 8—
10:30 Assembly speaker—Mrs. Helen Williams Coxon.

Wednesday, April 10—
10:30 Assembly program, West Hall.

Thursday, April 11—
Bachelors Club Picnic.

Friday, April 12—
10:30 Assembly speaker—Miss Ruth Bolton.
3:30 Baseball, Douglas vs. S. G. T. C.

Saturday, April 13—
3:30 Baseball, Dougins vs. S. G. T. C.
8:30 Easter Party, Language Club.

Sunday, April 14—
3:00-5:00 Open House, East Hall.
7:15 Vespers.

Monday, April 15—
10:30 Assembly speaker, Dr. Charles H. Herty.

Wednesday, April 17—
10:30 Assembly, Anderson Hall.
L. T. C. Picnic.

Friday, April 19—
10:30 Assembly speaker—Miss Viola Perry.
3:30 Baseball, B.-P. I. vs. S. G. T. C.
8:00 WSB's Royal Hawaiians.

Saturday, April 20—
2:00 Track Meet, B.-P. I.
3:30 Baseball, B.P. I. vs. S. G. T. C.
D. L. D. Picnic.
Iota Pi Nu Picnic.
8:00 Mercer Debate.
W. A. A. Stunt Night.